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Fire Alarms Ring
In Problems
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with fire alarm
issue.
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doors to an anxious
Orlando crowd last
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(above) and teammate
Carla Prieto reached
the semi-finals of the
ITA National
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CHARLES WRIGHT: Pulitzer Prize winning poet signed his
books after his well received reading in the Bush Auditorium
painting...it's not so
• Award winning Rothco
different from listening to
poet shares his
live music." H e feels that
the most special aspect of
poetry and
the evening was the audiknowledge.
ence's reception of Wright.
by Eliza Osborn
"Between p o e m s it was
features editorr
silent," he says, "I was
On
Thursday, proud of the respect Wright
October 17th, Pulitzer Prize was shown here."
Deaver h o p e s that
winning
poet
Charles
Wright came to the Rollins' the audience came away
c a m p u s as part of the ongo- from Wright's reading having Visiting Authors Series. ing heard "a kind of poetry
Faculty and students were that inspires them in their
treated to a poetry reading o w n work." Wright gave
and book signing at the Bush some valuable advice to the
A u d i t o r i u m w h e r e Wright future poets in the audience
read a series of self-chosen after his reading, w h e n he
poems
including
"An discussed his poetry in a
Ordinary
Afternoon
in question and answer section
Charlottesville,"
a n d with the crowd.
When asked of the
"Appalachian Lullaby."
A Tennessee native, process through which he
Charles Wright has taught at chooses his subjects Wright
such prestigious schools as explained that he "tends to
Princeton, Columbia, a n d nose them like a dog...trymost recently University of ing to pick them out." He is
Virginia.
H e h a s w o n often inspired for the themes
n u m e r o u s a w a r d s for his in his poems, often includwriting, including the 1988 ing light and nature, by simPulitzer Prize for his book ply "looking u p at the sky."
"Its something to
Black Zodiac. His latest book,
A Short History
of the share the room with a fine
Shadows, will be on sale at lyrical poet and good m a n
and listen to is personal art
the bookstore soon.
Dr. Philip Deaver, as interpreted by him," statthe director of the Visiting ed Deaver. The audience
Authors
Series,
invited certainly had this experience
Thursday
night.
Wright to speak after becom- last
Wright's
flowing
prose
and
ing acquainted with him in
1980. According to Deaver, witty repartee m a d e for a
enjoyable
listening to Wright's poetry thoroughly
is "like listening to jazz, like evening.
contemplating
a
Mark

If you are a student
living on campus, it is likely
that you have been a victim
of late night fire alarms.
Pranksters
have
been
pulling the fire alarms in certain residence halls on campus.
So far this year,
McKean has h a d ten fire
alarms, six of which were
deliberately pulled, and four
were caused by system
errors and Ward Hall has
h a d two alarms.
The dorms are accumulating large fines for the
false alarms or spraying of
fire extinguishers. The fines
are divided between all the
students in the dorm, which
leaves m a n y angry and innocent people to pick u p the

tab for some irresponsible
individuals.
Often being pulled
in the middle of the night,
entire dorms are awakened
by the culprit's acts of vandalism. Exam week was no
exception, as McKean had
alarms pulled late in the
night while students were
sleeping in preparation for
their exams.
Freshman,
Luisa
Camara expressed her anger
towards the fire alarms stating, "I fell d o w n the stairs.
This is ridiculous."
False alarms
are
much more than an inconvenience or a prank. Such
happenings are safety hazards that require emergency
personnel to come to the
campus,
making
them
unavailable for responding
to a real emergency.
In an email sent out
to the students and faculty,
the Associate Dean of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Dracula Strikes
at Blood Drive
drives per year.
"I have been giving
blood since I was 17," said
Circle K President, Elliot
Goldner w h o donates each
time a blood drive is held.
by Kim Haire
The blood is taken
news editor
back to the Central Florida
Circle K, X-Club, Blood Bank where it is testSGA and RHA recently col- ed, checked for problems
laborated to sponsor a and promptly sent out withschool
and
community in a few days to the patients.
blood drive.
According
to
Students were con- Goldner, the blood goes into
veniently able to donate a general supply and is then
blood outside of Mills Lawn, shipped out to victims of car
on October 23rd to 25th, in a accidents, premature babies
bloodmobile p r o v i d e d b y and surgery patients.
Central Florida Blood Bank.
"The b a n k fulfills
About 150 people came out Florida's needs first and then
to donate blood. Those w h o sends out to other places
donated blood, received a that are in need of blood,"
free t-shirt, half-off tickets said Goldner.
for Universal Studios and for
For anyone interestSilver Springs.
ed in giving blood at one of
Donors ranged from the other blood drives this
students to faculty.
Some year there are a few requirewere first time donors while ments. Students m u s t be at
others have been giving least 17 years old, have h a d
blood for years a n d have no body piercing or tattoos
donated over 40 gallons. A within the past year a n d
person is able to donate some restrictions apply on
blood every two months and donors depending on their
Circle K along with their co- previous residence.
sponsoring clubs holds four

• Students line
up to lend a hand
and give blood to
a good cause.

news
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False Fire Alarms Anne Frank Honored a t
Annie Russell T h e a t r e

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Students, Kenneth Posner,
writes, "Repeated false
alarms lower everyone's
awarenes3 and response to
fire alarms and this is a
major contributing factor in
fire deaths and injury. As a
former firefighter I cannot
stress the seriousness of this
unacceptable and inappropriate behavior."
Pulling a fire alarm
or discharging a fire extinguisher as a prank is a
felony. Rollins is cracking
down on this issue, as there
have been too many pranks
this year. In an effort to
apprehend those people
responsible for these pranks,
the school has put powder
on the fire alarm stations
throughout school that will
permanently mark the hand
of anyone who pulls it.
Rollins is working

with the Winter Park Fire
and Police Departments to
catch the individuals who • The life of Anne
are doing this, in order to Frank is rememput an end to these dangerous activities. You can help bered as students
by peeking out your door perform beginning
when you hear the local
alarm from the Plexiglas November 15.
cover sound, and see who is
messing with the alarm by Marissa Block
staff reporter
before they have a chance to
The Annie Russell
pull it.
theatre
is preparing its next
It is always difficult
to turn someone in; howev- performance, a play based
er, this is a serious matter, on the life of the ever-inspirand the Residential Life ing Anne Frank. Frank's
Office is making it a little bit diary was published in the
easier for students by offer- United States in 1952, and is
ing a $500.00 reward for considered one of the most
information leading to the informative and important
arrest and conviction of the documents of World War II.
Produced
as a
people responsible. Anyone!
with information can contact Broadway show, "The Diary
the Residential Life Office at of Anne Frank" in 1955 and
extension 2649, or by e-mail has gone on to receive many
theatre awards including the
reslife@rollins.edu.

Pulitzer Prize and the Tony
Award for best drama. This
November, "The Diary of
Anne Frank" comes to
Rollins College.
The play is based on
Anne Frank's account of the
years she endured hiding
with friends and family in
Nazi-occupied Amsterdam.
Frank's story is inspiring,
heart
wrenching, and
poignant, all at once.
"The Diary of Anne
Frank" will be showing from
November 15 t h to the 2 3 r d
at 8pm, 2pm on Saturdays,
and 4pm on the first Sunday.
Any student or faculty member can purchase tickets by
using their R-card on the
day of the show.

Anne Pranh Cast
Directed By
Thomas Ouellette
Marisa Carrol
Kris Fogel
Jill Franklin
Chris Holz
Jill Jones
Valerian Khan
Jason Marshall
Courtney Miller
Whitney Morse
Travis Pasternak
Colin Sabin
Andrew Shoemaker
Christoph Teves

SGA Comer
What is the big deal with the immunizations and what happens if I don't get mine done?
The vaccinations are very important, and rules have become stricter. The ones needed are Hepatitis B and Meningitis shots, which must be taken care of
by November 1st, 2002. The Hepatitis B vaccination is a system of three shots over the time span of more than six months at $65.00 per shot. The
Meningitis vaccination is one shot that costs $80.00. Make sure you have these shots before Nov.l or you won't be able to register for spring semester
classes. If you don't know whether you have received these shots, contact Julie Knudson at jknudson@rollins.edu.

***&**£

Terminate t h e taco, and squash
t h e quesadilia. Crispers is h e r e . . .
y o u r n e w quick, delicious alternative
t o fast f o o d . W e ' v e been a central
Florida sensation f o r o v e r t w e l v e
y e a r s . . . n o w in O r l a n d o w i t h n e w
locations opening all t h e t i m e .
Stoke up o n garden-fresh g o u r m e t
salads, hearty stacked sandwiches,
a dozen t e m p t i n g soups, all made
fresh every single day.

For that late night s«
nothing beats a Nibbler. Especially when
its FREE. Get a big cupful of Crispers
sensational bite sized cookies or
brownies FREE when you purchase (i
any garden-fresh gourmet salad
over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.
Try our 7 cookie flavors (or one brownie flavor)
for FREE. Just show us your current Rollins
student ID card.

Free Nihblers cup with main dish purchase
and Rollins student card offer good Oct. 25 Nov. 7.
L i m i t o n e p e r c u s t o m e r p e r visit, please.

GRAND OPENING!

OtStferS
FRESH

S A L A D S

A N D

S U C H

WWW.CRISPERS.COM

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
W I N T E R PARK
p h ( 4 0 7 ) 673-4 tOO
MON.-SAT 10:30 A M - 9 PM
SUN. I I A M - 8 PM

N A C H O AVERAGE
FAST FOOD

W I N T E R PARK VILLAGE
408 N . O R L A N D O AVE., SUITE I 34
W I N T E R PARK
ph ( 4 0 7 ) 6 2 2 - 4 2 0 3
M O N - T H U . 10:30 A M - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30 A M - I I PM
SUN. IS A M - 8 PM

WE'RE RIGHT A R O U N D THE CORNER!
Cnspers is n o w open at 436 & University and O r l a n d o Avenue which means delicious, healthy f o o d is r i s h t
around t h e corner... and it's fast! Plus, we're opening m o r e n e w locations all t h e t i m e . Eat in."take o u t v ^ a t e v e r
j u s t visit us today, and you can tell y o u r M o m you're eating right!
out„.whatever.

If you're a sweet freak, y o u should
k n o w t h a t o u r desserts are
absolutely outrageous ...creamy
cheesecakes, rich layer cakes,
cookies, and b r o w n i e s . Be sure t o
t r y a sundae o r milkshake made
w i t h o u r o w n Crispers Extremely
P r e m i u m ice cream.
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Intelligence Panel
includes Senator Graham

news

the sandspur I

(Running Off at the Mouth: The editor Speaks

I recently attended college in the country.
image, intense d r u g use,
needs to revamp their opera- the second women's forum
There are standards alcoholism, and wild parties.
tions. His recommendations w i t h President Bornstein for both men and women. These myths stay around for
include the development of where three articles from The Men are on a quest for sta- a long time, even when they
smaller organizations within Sandspur were the lead off tus. They need to get a fast are no longer true. President
the intelligence community, for discussion. The articles car, nice clothes, and a gor- Bornstein said that they
greater emphasis on counter were "This Girl's Opinion", geous girlfriend.
Women "hang around like a cloud."
intelligence, i m p r o v e m e n t "This Boy's Opinion", and feel a need to acquire the
Unfortunately,
on domestic intelligence "A H o p p i n g Controversy." fashionable wardrobe, look Playboy rating Rollins as a
by Kim Burdges
gathering, better personnel, Dealing first with the two like a model, and gain the top party school will become
staff reporter
and a more diverse core of gender opinions, the group
one of these myths. Students
Students and Winter FBI agents.
discussed w h y pressures t o
for years to come will have
Park citizens gathered in the
M a n y m e m b e r s of conform exist and h o w to
to battle this unfair stereoBush Auditorium to see U.S. the audience asked ques- deal with them.
type.
Senator Bob Graham and a tions on topics ranging from
The college scene
H o w d o w e overpanel of intelligence experts, w a r with Iraq and" roles of seems to bring with it certain
come these standards and
By the start of the event at 8 citizenship to the impact of pressures including t h e
the pressure t o conform?
pm, the room was packed, the patriot act. After an hour desire to fit in, the need for
The answer seems to lie with
• those individuals w h o refuse
The night's discussion began of standing at the podium, friends, and the realization •
with a n introduction of G r a h a m descended a n d that first impressions a r e attention of the hot guys. to conform. They are proud
Senator Graham b y Rollins most of the audience fol- hard to forget, meaning that The thing to remember is of w h o they are, and will not
College President,
Rita lowed. Attendance for t h e you h a v e to b e fabulous that these images are in the change themselves to fit
Bornstein.
following panel discussion from the beginning. Some minority.
As y o u look some ideal.
"It is a n honor for was approximately a quarter students directly feel these around, the people that fit
It is time for Rollins
Rollins to b e hosting this of w h a t it had been during pressures as they enter col- these molds are few and far to dispel t h e myths that
event and Senator Graham," Grahams address.
lege, where as others feel between. They do not repre- plague our school, and take
said Bornstein, "If anyone
Although the audi- them only through watching sent the typical Rollins stu- p r i d e
in
individuality.
can be called a statesman, it ence m a y have dwindled, others experience them. The dent.
Realize what a boring world
is our Senator Graham."
the topics still remained fact is that these pressures
There are so many it would be if w e were all the
Bornstein also out- heated. The panel consisted affect everyone in one way myths that develop on cam- same.
lined Graham's thirty-six of three experts well educat- or another, and exist at every p u s concerning the Barbie
years of governmental serv- ed in the area of intelligence.
ice, including his participa- Dr. Zieba Shorish- Shamley
tion in the penning of the was the first to speak and
United States Patriot Act. she addressed the mistakes
The Act was a h o t topic of intelligence gathering in
The Editorial Board of The Sandspur would like to make an addition to the October
through o u t t h e evening, Afghanistan. As the execu11th article regarding SEA, the Society for Enlightened Academics. The club was founded
especially due to its promo- tive director for the Women's
by Meeka Ahuvia and her friends Charles Plummer and Kerry Bruce. Thanks to the collabAlliance for orative efforts of these three Rollins students, the campus now has an intellectual outlet for
tion of universal
and
sharing a m o n g
'Istrbngly betieve
Peace
those searching for a forum through which to voice their individual opinions, ideas, and
government ^
^
H
u
t h e M { j r e
QJ
m a n interests.
agencies.
n Righ._
in

• Community
asks experts
about terrorism,
war and the
country's future.

j Jennifer L. •
i Williams :
: Editor-in-Chief*

Senator State is in education. Afghanistan,
G r a h a m
Shorishapproached t h e
Bob Graham
Shamley h a s
podium to a
Senator
testified four
times in front
thunderous
applause. He first addressed of congress expressing t h e
his
views
o n t h e preventable mistakes of the
Amendment Eleven legisla- American government in the
tion dealing with education. conflict with Afghanistan.
Next
Dr. Bruce
"I strongly believe
Berkowitz
spoke
about the
that the future of this state is
in education," s h a r e d t h e b r e a k d o w n in intelligence
senator. "We need to have a leading u p to the events, of
system that provides protec- September l l t n .
tion against academic insti"We did not respond
tutions. I believe
that effectively to intelligence
Amendment Eleven p r o - warning," Berkowitz said.
vides that foundation."
Berkowitz
stated
When
t h e topic that i n order to prevent
turned
to intelligence, future disasters there needs
Graham was quick to voice to be better funding for the
his concerns. As the chair- U.S. intelligence agencies.
man
for t h e Senate H e also expressed concern
Committee on Intelligence, t | i a t t h e governmental tech
Graham overseas intelli- nological systems are "five
gence agencies like the CIA. to ten years behind the priHe described Americans vate sectors."
aversion to intelligence as a
The final panelist
cause for the U.S. being one was Kevin O'Connell a colof the last countries to devel- league of Berkowitz. H e
op an intelligence service described t h e intelligence
board. He also attributes the community as a highly comhorrific events on September petitive enterprise, and also
concern
over
11 h to a "failure of our intel- expressed
under funding of agencies.
ligence agencies."
The night then conGraham voiced that
in order t o avoid future cluded with questions from
intelligence breakdowns, the the audience.
intelligence
community

ontGiiainmfint
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The Limon Dance Company
ery, rebound, suspension,
and gesture. Since I had not
read the history and style of
Limon
before seeing them, I
audience a new,
was surprised at first a n d
fresh look into
even a bit disappointed as to
the dance I was seeing.
modern dance.
My initial thoughts
by Susan M. Herrada
were
influenced
by my tradientertainment editor
tional views of ballet and
The Limon Dance
dance. I did not expect tutu's
Company creates an alluring
and spandex necessarily, but
mixture of contemporary
did not expect the casual
dance and acting by encomattire of the first performpassing a series of b o d y
ance, If Winter. The dancers
movements a n d thematic
wore cargo pants, t-shirts,
dance. The Dance Company
tennis shoes, and so on. This
held three performances
performance w a s reminisbetween October 18th and
cent of a Broadway, with
19th a n d I attended their
bright, bold movements and
8pm performance on Friday.
steep strides on behalf of the
The Limon Dance dancers. The performance
Company w a s created b y was. accompanied by N e w
Jose Limon (1908-1972) and York-inspired jazz music.
Doris H u m p h r e y in 1946.
The second performBoth Limon and Humphrey
ance, Etude+, was a single
approached dance in a disman w h o performed baretinctive correlation between
foot a n d displayed an
body, gravity, and weight.
impressive ballet with full,
Limon, as a dancer, posspirited movements and persessed a dynamic type of
fect coordination. This permasculine dancing and draformance kept m y attention
matic choreography.
and differed greatly in style
Consequently, The
from the first.
Limon Dance Company is
The third performacclaimed for its dramatic
ance,
Transfiguration,
was
expression, technical mastery, and expansive move- very, very interesting and of
debatable
message.
ment. The Dance Company a
Basically,
the
performance
continues to fuse an alluring
ensemble of classic works of took place almost entirely on
The spotlight
American m o d e r n dance the floor.
with commissions from con- began focused on the resting
body of a woman. She contemporary choreographers.
stantly coiled, writhed, and
The dancers continmoved almost in painful
ue to perform along the
motions. The light emphafoundations of what makes
sized her strong, limber
the Limon Dance Company
body that shot u p in painful
unique: a movement that
thoughts. To me, the perintegrates breath, fall, recovformance represented
a

Ttie OCdest CoCtege • This dance
Newspaper in TCorida company offers the
FOUNDED IN 1894

OCTOBER

25, 2002

VOLUME 109, NUMBER 5
ESTABLISHED IN 1894
WITH THE FOLLOWING
EDITORIAL:
"Unassuming yet almighty
sharp, and pointed, well
r o u n d e d yet many-sided,
assiduously tenacious, victorious in single combat and
therefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation; all
these will be found u p o n
investigation to be a m o n g the
extraordinary qualities of The
Sandspur."
•
JENNIFER L. WILLIAMS
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Coordinated Body Movements: Here the dance crew
performs as a team of coordinated, limber, spirited dancers.
w o m a n trying to get u p b u t
could not. It was a struggle,
The next performance, the Unsightful Nanny,
was also reminiscent of a
Broadway. It deeply contrasted from t h e previous
two (which h a d dramatic
edges) and was a more playful, humorous performance
including the entire dance
crew. The main character, a
girl in all black, looked like
Mary Poppins a n d held a
creepy black umbrella. The
rest of the dancers w e r e
school children all acting out
roles of different kids, such
as the bully, the flirt, the
waif, the wimp, the punk,.
the tattletale, the worry wart,
and the princess. The performance was a story a n d
inspired laughter from the
audience.
I enjoyed the last
performance, The Moor's
Pavane, especially the costumes and the lighting. The
theme w a s medieval a n d
included two m e n a n d t w o
women. It was a story of

love a n d conflict. The story
e n c o m p a s s e d concepts of
love, jealousy, and chivalry.
All in all, b y the end,
I gained a liking to the
actors/dancers. At first, as I
said earlier, I w a s a bit surprised at the style of the performance. However, I began
to appreciate the u n i q u e
style and striking differences
b e t w e e n t h e various performances. Everything from
attire, style, music, lighting,
setting a n d quantity of
dancers m a d e every show
different and attractive in its
o w n way. The length of the
show was perfect, enough t o
be enjoyable and not so longg
that it feels drawn-out. This
show definitely stressed the
future
of contemporary
dance, one that introduces
casual, healthy-looking, new
perspectives of dancers performing together to offer
dance, and a mental challenge that d e m a n d s y o u to
ask yourself: "What exactly
are they trying to portray?"

Enzian Entertains S t u d e n t s
• The Enzian
Theater, within 15
minutes of Rollins,
offers unique films
and quality food.

Annual Jewish Film Festival.
The Florida Film Festival
and Asian Film Festival are
two other events that .are
held at the Enzian. Every
time I have gone to the
Enzian, m y experience has
been better than the last.
by Marcie Weinstein
First of all, the seatstaff reporter
ing is like a lounge; it has
If you have not been three levels of tables for two
to the Enzian movie theater and four, and big comfortyet, then you should make it able chairs. There are also
a point to see what you are places to sit if you should
missing. This place is a great come alone. Because of the
venue for watching movies.
levels, your view of the
The Enzian is a non- movie screen will n o t be
profit theater, and its movie blocked, even though there
listing can be found in the is not stadium seating.
Orlando
Sentinel,
the
Before the movie
Orlando Weekly, or on the begins, y o u choose your
Web. It costs about the same food. The m e n u at the
as every other movie theater, Enzian is great. You can get
but the experience of the anything from quesadillas to
Enzian is worth so much smoked salmon appetizers.
more.
The appetizers seem endless,
I visited the Enzian and yes, they have just a
on October 21st for the 4th good old box of popcorn.

The m a i n courses
include different
salads,
sandwiches, and even pizzas
that you can get for a really
reasonable price. I got a
kosher hot dog, chips, a n d a
soda for only about six dollars. That's a whole lot more
than what a person pays for
candy and popcorn at other
movie theaters.
The dessert m e n u is
full of y u m m y treats like
tiramisu, chocolate brownies, a n d Snicker's Cheese
Cake. You can even get
chocolate chip cookies a n d
milk!
Moving off the topic
of dinner, the movies shown
at the Enzian are usually
independent films.
These
are not just any Indy flick,
but
movies
that
have
received praise of some sort.
The Enzian has only one theater, and therefore can only
show one movie at a time.

Run Lola Run was the first
movie I saw there during my
freshman year. The movie
has since become very popular, a n d a lot of people have
seen it. (I o w n it on DVD)
In all, the Enzian is
an exceptional place to go
see a movie. Bring all your
friends a n d it's a party.
Bring a date, a n d eat some
really good food. Go by
yourself and meet some really interesting people.
Go to the Enzian and
you will love it. The movies
are great, the food is great,
and the price is reasonable.
Do not miss otit on the experience of the Enzian before
leaving Rollins College; it
would be like missing Fox
Day.
The Enzian is located
on 17-92 and Magnolia Road; it
is on the right if you are headed
towards Maitland from Winter
Park.
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Frankie Says
Relax...So Do It

• I'm having a
bad day. What
can you do to
help? I accept
personal checks.

would rather be in college
than anywhere else, considering my problems are comparatively lesser than most
people's and I don't have to
have a real job. But these
thoughts are not comforting
when I lay awake in bed,
by Sally Smith
unable to shut my brain off,
opinions editor
or when I am sitting in the
Now that we're offi- library at 4am trying to fincially halfway through the ish a riveting philosophical
semester, I am in full-on paper on the gestation peristressed-out mode. Weird od of the duck-billed platythings are going on with my pus.
body that
cannot be
Alright, I have never
explained, like my new habit been asked to write a paper
of drawing geometric shapes on any kind of platypus,
on the roof of my mouth duck-billed or otherwise, but
with my tongue, and the fact who is to say I can't write
that, frankly, I have to go about them in my spare
number one a lot more fre- time? As if I had any of this
quently than ever before.
mythical "spare time."
So why am I telling
Sure, fall break was
you this disturbing, personal just a couple of weeks ago,
stuff? I think that stress has but it was more a tease than
started running my life.
a break. "Hey, Sally," it said
Don't get me wrong, to me. "How you doing?
I love school (really), and I Feeling relaxed? Now get

Enlightened with this information, we must at least try
to apply it to our daily lives.
Here at Rollins, we
are all transplants from different places, societies, cultures, backgrounds, races,
etc. Yet we all have one thing
by David Grasso
in common: we are here to
staff reporter
receive an education and to
Stereotyping is rou- have a little fun while we're
tine in our society. We live in at it. Being at a relatively
such a world that everything small school, we interact
and everyone is categorized. with the same people quite
If you make
It's not difficult to frequently.
stereotype someone. The assumptions and taint peothought process goes some- ple's reputations with stereothing like this: he or she acts typing, it is bound to come
in such manner, or typifies a back and affect you later
certain look that places them since everyone is connected.
I have
recently
in this specific group, therefore they must embody all found myself in an uneasy
the principles that certain situation because of stereotyping. Due to the fact that I
group exemplifies.
Sure, we all know choose to abstain from using
that we should strive not to drugs or drinking alcohol,
judge people, and realize certain people automatically'
that the process of stereotyp- assume that I turn people in
ing is extremely flawed and who do. Of course, this
inaccurate. Certainly we could not be farther from the
have all been taught that the truth, but these individuals
only way of truly getting to continue to display a great
know of person is by spend- deal of unwarranted aniing time with them and see- mosity toward me, simply
ing their true character. But because of my life choices.
Yet I refuse to return
how many of us actually put
the
animosity.
I can only
our knowledge into praclook forward to the day
tice?
7
Mr. W ebster suc- when these people become
cinctly states in his diction- cognizant of the fact that I
ary that stereotyping is often had no involvement in the
untrue or partially untrue. situation and vindicate me

Word on
The Street

back to work! Ha!"
Am I a spoiled brat
because I demand a nap in
the afternoon or because I by Heather Gennaccaro
get teary-eyed every time the
photo editor
surf is good and I am landlocked? Maybe, but I can't
We all know what it is like to be woken up by a fire
beat myself up for wanting alarm. Fortunately, for whoever is pulling them, if caught
to relax a little, and neither he or she will only have to deal with the police and campus
should you.
authorities. If it were up to your fellow students, the punSurely I deserve ishment would be much worse.
some time to drink beer with
my friends, who are also of
legal age, or go see a show,
or dance in my underwear to
The Ramones when my
roommate isn't home and eat
ice cream out of the contain"I think their punishment
er... when I'm taking a bath.
should be dippin' them in
We all deserve these things,
BBQ sauce and then throwright? I say yes.
ing them in the lake."
So next time you see
- Brian Walker, 03
me, offer to give me a massage. Or at least give me five
dollars. Whatever you think
will help with my stress. I'd
really appreciate it.

A N e w Look At T h e
Cover of An Old Book
• An old cliche it
may be, but how
much do we apply
it to our everyday
life at Rollins?

the sandspur E j

of any wrongdoing.
As
demonstrated
through my personal experience, stereotyping can be
detrimental to forming relationships. I can only hope
that perhaps other people
will learn from my situation.
Next time you meet a girl
who dresses racy, don't
assume she's a tramp, or if
you meet a jock, avoid automatically imagining that his
aptitude is low.
Instead, break down
the barriers that separate us,
embrace people for who
they are, and form common
bonds. Race, gender, sexual
orientation, and socioeconomic status need not be of
importance; what is of
importance is a person's
character.
Fight stereotyping
by getting to know people
and not categorizing them.
Most of us realize that after
getting to know a person,
your opinion of them
changes from your first
impression.
You can make a difference at Rollins by participating in the upcoming
WTeek of Difference sponsored by the Cultural Action
Committee. I sincerely hope
that the week of difference
will make on impact on the
stereotyping that occurs on
our campus.

'They should be spanked by
Tommy Carbin."
- Chris Frame, 06

'They should be fined and
tried in court."
- Dani Dalgin, 06

1 rliink they should be
crucified."
- Matt Haslett, 03

"They should be forced to be
painted like a Dalmatian and
ride on a fire truck barking."
- Paul Borges, 04

'Chris, I know it's you, and
no, I won't spank you."
- Tommy Carbin, 03

features
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Amy Hobby Comes to Rollins
"People" with producing
partner Andrew Fierberg,
and she was a founding
member of the New York
based production company
"Double A Films".
Some of her credits
include "Secretary", winner
by J e n n y P e t t e r s
of the special jury prize at
staff reporter this year's Sundance film fes"Thirteen
On October 29th at tival;
Conversations
About
One
8pm, independent film producer Amy Hobby will be Thing" starring Matthew
speaking about "The Craft of McConaughey and John
Independent Filmmaking" Turturro; and "Hamlet",
starring Ethan Hawke, Sam
in the Bush Auditorium.
Hobby has led quite Shepard and Bill Murray.
She also co-directed
a life in the entertainment
the
documentary
"At
world. From producing to
directing, Amy has worked Sundance" which premiered
the
American
in the camera department on at
Cinemateque
and
the
ICA in
numerous films, gaining
valuable experience behind London.
Her most recent
the scenes.
She was featured in project is "Coney Island

• Film producer
Amy Hobby will
speak at the Bush
Auditorium on
October 29th.

Baby", a digital feature starring Karl Geary, and Hugh
O'Conner.
Hobby
proudly
served on the Board of
Advisors for this year's
Independent Feature Film
Market in New York, and
was previously a curator of
short films for the Naples
Film Festival in Italy.
She has also spent
time in Los Angeles working
on studio films such as "My
Cousin
Vinny"
and
"Nightmare on Elm Street
IV".
The Rollins community will be given an opportunity to learn more about
Hobby's experiences when
she comes to campus on
Tuesday. Don't miss discussions of her often controversial films.
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Student Heads to Capital
year's topics of Presidential
Leadership.
After attending the
seminar, the students will be
required to work on a
research paper, to be published in the program's quarterly journal.
by Liz K a s t
As a political science
staff reporter major and member of the
Last September, sen- Honors Program, Ryan
ior
Matthew
"Ryan" Williams is writing his paper
Williams was nominated by on affirmative action and the
a representative from the Constitution.
Ryan will return ^to
Office of Student Leadership
to represent Rollins College Washington D.C. for three
in a program called "The days in April. Over this trip
Center for the Study of the the group of students will
meet with more political
Presidency."
leaders
and finalize the work
The program begins
on October 31st, when Ryan that they have'done over the
will attend a three day semi- course of the year.
Ryan has a very
nar in Washington D.C. At
busy,
and
undoubtedly very
this seminar, the students in
the program will be briefed productive year ahead of
by policy makers, on this him.

• Rollins student
Ryan Williams will
participate in a
seminar in
Washington, D.C.

Brandywlne's Deli
Now Hiring Dependable and
Hardworking Persons
Apply at 505 N. Park Ave. or

Call 407-647-0055
Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs
S t u d e n t Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our

Programs make
fundraising easy with
no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the
Program! it works. Contract
CampusFundraiser at
(888)-923-3238, or visit
www. campusfundraiser. com
SPRING BREAK '03

with

professor
of public health
at NSU's Health Professions Division,
Dr. Cyril Blavo is well aware that his
job is to impart information, but he
also strives to make it memorable and
fun. When students enter his classes,
they have the freedom to put
themselves into the lesson. Literally.
"I don't want them just scribbling
away. Regurgitation isn't learning. I
always challenge my students to reach
their optimum level. I must have
trained more than 1,000 doctors now,
and the majority tell me they still keep
my notes!
"That's why you hardly ever see me
behind a lectern. I'm usually walking
up and down the aisles, interacting
with my students. I get quite animated!
My classes are more of a conversation,

with students getting much more of
the spotlight than I do.
''And when I talk about public health, I
relate it to everyday life whenever
possible. September 11 was a perfect
example. Suddenly, bio-terrorism especially here in Florida - was a big
topic. We discussed it in class
extensively. While my students learn
from the facts, we also draw from real
life. Always.
"Knowledge for the sake of knowledge
is not what today's students are
looking for. As educators, we have
a responsibility to prepare them to
succeed in a rapidly changing world.
Nova Southeastern University, with its
progressive, wide-ranging curriculum
and nurturing.faculty, is laying the
groundwork to make that happen. It's
great to be part of t h a t Which is why
students in my class will always take
center stage."

An innovator both in traditional and
distance education. Nova Southeastern
University is the largest independent
institution of higher education in the
Southeast. We offer bachelor's, master's,
doctoral professional and educational
specialist degrees in a wide variety of areas
including business, counseling, computer
and information sciences, education,
medicine, dentistry, various health
professions, law, marine sciences,
psychology, and other social sciences.
For more information, callus loll
free at 1 866-351-7690 or visit us
at wwuy.nova.edu

NSU

NOVA
SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314

StudentCity.com!
Packages include airfare,
7 nts hotel, FREE FOOD,
FREE DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED!
Organize 15 friends and get
hooked up with 2 FREE
TRIPS and VIP treatment!
Also earn extra cash and
Bonus prizes just for promoting
StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!
SPRING BREAK 2 0 0 3
w i t h STS
Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Panama City,
Daytona
Biggest and Best Parties!
Best On-site Staff!
PROMOTE ON CAMPUS!
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
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Bach Festival Plans Exciting Season
• The BaCh

Festival begins a

fectl

y with the Halloween

season/

The Rachmaninoff

S e a S O n fUll Of

performance will be followed
by a concert of equal
stimulating music.
excellence when the Empire
Brass
Quintet is featured in
hv Eliza Osborn
the
annual
Visiting Artist
•
"
Features Editor
Series on November 3rd.
The Winter Park The Empire Brass Quintet is
Bach Festival has m a n y an internationally renowned
exciting events in store for group of five musicians perRollins College and the sur- forming annually in over 100
rounding community. The concerts. Their program for
Bach Festival, which is enter- the Bach Festival
will
ing its 68th year, begins its include several works by
season on October 26th and Bach, as well as Charpentier,
27th
with
an
All Holborne, and others.
Rachmaninoff performance.
Garrick calls the
The performance Empire Brass Quartet "a
will
feature
praised great performing ensemMetropolitan Opera Soprano ble.. .a favorite with our subMarvis Martin, as well as scribers." Their long tradiCurtis Rayam and E d m u n d tion of performing with the
LeRoy. They will join the Bach Festival will help to
Bach Festival Choir a n d make their upcoming visit
Orchestra in a performance especially exciting.
of Rachmaninoff's Bells,
The season will conwhich will be conducted by tinue with musical guests
Dr. John V. Sinclair. The the Eroica Trio, and pianist
orchestra will also feature Earl Wild. The Philharmonic
well-known pianist Keiko Virtuosi, the chamber music
Ohnuki Andrews in a per- ensemble greatly responsiformance of Rachnraninoff's ble for sparking public interPiano Concerto No. 2.
est in classical music, will be
Bach Festival execu- coming to campus as well.
tive director Joshua Garrick
Garrick is also very
is sure
that
an
All excited about the Bach
Rachmaninoff performance Festival
Christmas
"
"start
the
'
will start
season off Performance. He says that
with a bang." He believes the show, which includes an
Christmas
that the dark, h a u n t i n g ever-popular
nature of Rachmaninoff's sing-a-long, "is a real perfor
the
music "has an Edgar Allen formance
family...something
that
can
Poe theme which ties in per-

be enjoyed by people of all
ages."
The Christmas concert is followed by "Mars
and Venus," a performance
featuring the piece "Carmina
Burana." "This is contempo
rary music," says Garrick,
"very strong, very popular."
Mars and Venus will also
feature the American premiere
of
the
piece
"Casanova," which Garrick
calls "just wonderful."
The Bach Festival
has earned quite a reputation as the longest, continuously performing, non-profit
organization in Florida.
They will certainly live u p to
their reputation with an
upcoming season that is,
according to Garrick, "something to be p r o u d of."
Garrick believes that the performances will be extremely
memorable because of their
chapel setting. He states
"something is truly extraordinary about hearing these
performances in Knowles
Chapel...with a 150 voices
full orchestra the whole
experience is very special."
The
quickly
approaching season of the
Bach Festival is sure to be an
experience unlike any other
and will have leave quite an
impression on the entire
Rollins Community. Music
will be ringing in the ears of
Rollins faculty, staff, and students.

DISCOVER YOUR FUTURE IN HEALTHCARE
Meet faculty members, admissions
Health Professions Division
representatives, and financial aid

Annual
Open House

advisers, and learn about our

Sunday, October 2 7 ,
1 : 0 0 - 4 : 0 0 p.m.

1:00 p.m. and will be given at

2002

Nova Southeastern University
3 2 0 0 South University Drive

programs. Tours will begin at

the sandspur

The N e w Mall at
Millenia Opens

photo / CHARL-.S WOODS

LARGER THAN LIFE: The Mall at Millenia opened its' doors
to the public on Friday, October 18th.

• The much
anticipated Mail at
Millenia features a
variety of shops
and eateries.
by M a r i s s a B l o c k
staff reporter

On Friday, October
18th, the Mall at Millenia
opened in Orlando. It is 1.2
million square feet and contains more than 150 shops
and eateries. It houses well
k n o w n department stores
including Neiman Marcus,
Bloomingdales, and Macys,
as well as 60 stores making
their debut in Orlando.
A valet parking and
concierge service provide
the shopper with a "worldclass experience." There are
also many restaurants and
eateries
including
such
favorites
like
The
Cheesecake Factory, P.F.
Chang's China Bistro, and
McCormick and Schmick's,
to appease any hunger that

might result from shoppers
fatigue.
The mall, which was
created by The Forbes
Company and Taubman centers, is laid out in the shape
of an "S" and features skylights ar well as innovative
glass and water
The opening day ceremonies,
sponsored
by
mall's creators, featured
more than 160 performances
by local talent. The performance area, encircled by
twelve 35-foot high masts
topped with curved high
resolution LED screens,
showcased the great innovative technology that the mall
has to offer.
Daily
shopping
hours at The Mall at Millenia
are
Monday
through
Saturday from 10 am to 9:30
p m and Sunday from 11 am
to 7 pm. For more information call 407 - 363 - 3555 or
visit
the
website
at
www.mallatmillenia.com.

La Petite Salon
Nails, Skin, Hair & Tanning

15-minute intervals. Special
informational sessions will

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 3 3 3 2 8 - 2 0 1 8

be scheduled.

1:00-2:15 p.m.
Osteopathic Medicine

2:30-3:45 p.m.
• Optometry

* Pharmacy

Dental Medicine

• Physician Assistant

Occupational Therapy

* Physical Therapy

Biomedical Sciences

* Audiology

Public Health

• Health Science

FinanciaJ Aid

• Financial Aid

NOVA
SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY.

For more information, please calltolifree
800-356-0026, ext. 1101, or visit our
Web site at www.nova.edu

Grand Opening Event Oct 5

FREE
FREE
FREE
Products & Tans N o w Until
Oct
Call n o w to enter for Prize
Drawing that day for 3 months
FREE Tanning
50% OFF Special Going On Now
SEXY HAIR & MANY OTHER
PRODUCTS

(407) 673-8989
£^-Programs, art actMSesger^
ar
««c^s(*x^-atainistefsdp«ograms.

^ ^

09-11102-f1 SAT
———————
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mat's Tars A r e N a t i o n a l C h a m p i o n s
Happening?
ROLLIhS
CALENDAR

• Waterski works
hard and earns
the National
Championship for
Division I.
by David Grasso

Friday 10/25
Board of Trustees
RCC Volleyball Tournament
Drop without penalty deadline, 2 pm
Men's Soccer, Sandspur Field, 7:30 pm
Mocktail Fiesta, Dave's Down
Under, 9 pm

Saturday 10/26
Halloween Howl, Mills Lawn, 12 pm
Volleyball, Alfond Sports Center, 4 pm
Bach Festival, "The Russians Are
Coming," Knowles Chapel, 8 pm
Macabre Masquerade Halloween Party,
Pinehurst, 9:30 pm

Sinday 10/27

Volleyball, Alfond Sports Center, 2 pm
Bach Festival, "The Russians Are
Coming," Knowles Chapel, 3 pm
Happy Birthday Alejandro Carrasquel
and Anthony Hevia

Monday 10/28
Carribbean Awareness Week
Greek Open Houses
RCC panel and discussion, Bush
Auditorium, 9 am
Crummer Information Session, 6 pm
Happy Birthday Lisa Luna

Tuesday 10/29
Carribbean Awareness Week
Greek Open Houses
Bacchus meeting, Bieberbach and
Reid, 6:30 pm
Women's Soccer, Sandspur Field, 7 pm
ACE meeting, 7 pm
DEVO meeting, Darden Lounge, 7 pm

Wedhesday 10/30
Carribbean Awareness Week
Greek Open Houses
BSU Executive Meeting, Chapel Room,
5 pm
SGA Senate Meeting, Galloway Room,
6:30 pm
Men's Soccer Sandspur Field, 7:30 pm

Trxrsday 10/31
Carribbean Awareness Week
Greek Open Houses
Music at Midday, Keene Hall, 12:30 pm
RHA meeting, 7 pm
Happy Halloween!

staff reporter

After an outstanding
performance at the NCWSA
National Championships on
October 17th-20th in Austin,
TX, the Rollins College water
ski team has not only
returned to campus with the
memory of a great experience, but also with a very
distinguished
level
of
achievement.
The team defeated
several
larger
schools,
including the University of
Texas
and
Auburn
University to earn the title of
Division I champions.
The three events that
the team members competed
in include the slalom, which
is a course with six buoys,
tricks, and jumping, which
involves jumping off of
ramps similar to the one that
we see in Lake Virginia.
Notable
achievements from the women's
team
include
freshman
Michele Simpson's win in

photo / RC Athletic Archive

VICTORY IS SWEET: Pictured above is the Rollins waterski team, the 2002 National
Champions, celebrating their great accomplishment after a hard season

the slalom. Close behind in
the slalom was freshman
Tarah Benzel, with other
contributors to the team's
performance including seniors Elaine Turner and Carrie
Chope. In the tricks and
j u m p categories, Benzel
emerged victoriously with a
win in both events. Sara
Roach was on her toes with
second "place finishes in
each. A u d i m Culver and
Kristin Walkotten also were
key contributors.

The men's team also
brought home distinguished
awards in all three events. In
the slalom, Ty Oppenlander
came out in first place, while
Sean Mcfadden was third,
which was quite an achievem e n t considering that he
competed with an injured
foot. Shawn McMahon and
Nelson's results also contributed to the strength of
the team's performance.
In the tricks a n d
jump category, Brian Nelson,

Marc Boyko, and
Dan
Lemley all had strong performances.
Benzel claimed the
overall women's championship while Sara Roach finished second. Nelson finished fourth on the men's
side, followed by Mcfadden
w h o tied for 7th overall.
For their performances, Oppenlander, Benzel
and Simpson were recognized as All-Americans.

Rollins Tennis:
Continuing A Tradition
of Excellence

Cross Country
Finishes Strong

• Two doubles
pairings represent
Rollins at the
ITA/Omni
Championships.

• The women's
team places 3rd at
the SSC
Championship.

by Kim Burdges
staff reporter

At
5am
on
Wednesday, October 16th,
the Rollins College tennis
team boarded a flight for
Corpus Christi, Texas. Only
four of the members were
aboard, because they were
part of a select few that had
qualified for the national
tournament in Texas. The
ITA/ Omni Small College
Championships showcased
the best tennis talent for
Division II and Division III
schools.
Rollins was represented in both women's and
men's doubles. The women's
team was Vanessa Caddick
and Carla Prieto, while
Carlos Custodio and Mark
Thompson represented the
men. Both teams played
hard and finished fourth
and eighth, respectively.
"It was hard. We

were playing against the
best
in
the
country,"
describes Caddick. "We won
our first match, lost our second and third and came in
fourth in Division II."
Caddick, w h o was
an All American singles
player last season, felt prepared for the competitive
tournament.
"I think the competition was difficult, but we
were ready," she said. "Carla
[Prieto] and I individually
are better singles than doubles players, but we work
well together."
As for the upcoming
spring season, Caddick says
it is going to be a hectic one.
"[The team] is going
to be really busy," stresses
Caddick. "We will have
between three to four matches a week and have to travel
to other
colleges
and
schools."
The doubles success
from the fall should help as
the teams lopk fowasd the
spring.

by Daniel Tozzi
sports editor

The Sunshine State
Conference
(SSC) Cross
Country Championship was
held on October 19th in St.
Petersburg, Florida.
Representing
Rollins, the women's team
finished strong in third
place. The University of
Tampa dominated the meet
with four of the five top finishers, and finished with 21
points. Coming in second
was
Florida
Southern
University with 43 points,
and Rollins came behind
them with a score of 87.
Eckerd (89) and Saint Leo
(140) completed the top five.
Kelley Johnson ran
extremely well, finishing
13th overall with a time of
24:08 in the 6K. Leighann
Kurpetski finished
16th
(24:31), Kate Bowman 17th
(24:41), and Elena Perry
came in 23rd (25:28). Other

notable Tar performances
came from Natalie Hayes
(24th) and Sophia (25th).
On entering the SSC
Championship, the women's
team h a d to overcome a
main obstacle to finish
strong.
"We h a d to finish
third to go to Regionals,"
said Kurpetski. "We had a
girl that got hit by a car, so
we only had six runners; she
is okay and was there cheering us on. It m a d e it more
challenging, b u t that day
everyone pulled together
and we beat Eckerd."
H e a d Coach, Matt
Long felt proud of his team's
accomplishment.
"I feel
really good [about their performance]. They did a great
job. Some people needed to
rise and come through."
The 3rd place finish
enables Rollins' women's
cross country team to compete at the South Regional
meet on November 9th,
which will take place in
Huntsville, Alabama.
Long says, "We're
going to continue the training we've done, as we have
been successful."

